Introduction.
It was known to Fred Greenleaf that if F is the circle group then there are at least two different linear translation invariant functional XF_0 on LK(T) withvF(l)=l.
One of them is certainly that given by the normalized Haar measure X on F.
It is easy to show and it is known that on any compact G, X is the unique 0^XV e LCC(G)*, MJ'1 = 1 which satisfies the stronger invariance property Y(<f> */)=T (/) for all/e LX(G), <f> eP(G) (i.e. X is the unique TLIM on FX(C7)). This is the case since <j> *feC(G) for all (f>eP(G), feLx(G) and if Te TLIM then Ye LIM [6, p. 25] . Thus y¥=X at least on C(G). But then for all /eFcc(G),lF(/)=T(^ *f) = X(<p */) = /(/).
It seemed to Greenleaf that for any compact infinite G, which is amenable as a discrete group, there exist at least two different LIM's on L*(G). Our main result in this paper implies the Theorem.
Let G be a locally compact group which is abelian or a-compact and amenable as a discrete group. Then LIM=TLIM if and
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Thanks are due to the referee for a simplification in the proof of Proposition 1. Our last result (combined with some known facts) when restricted to cr-compact locally compact abelian groups runs as follows:
Proposition, (i) If G is compact and infinite then H §=HC=H*=H* = {feL<"(G);Xf=0}.
(ii) // G is not compact then H<=HC<=H* = H* = LCD(G). Moreover LC0(G)IHC is a nonseparable Banach space and H=HC iff G is discrete.
We conjecture at the end that for any locally compact amenable group G, if G is noncompact then LX(G)¡HC is a nonseparable Banach space and if G is nondiscrete then HC¡H is nonseparable (with induced quotient norms).
Some more notations. Unless otherwise specified we assume the notations and definitions of Hewitt-Ross [7] .
If G is a locally compact group X will denote a fixed left Haar measure (with X(G)=\ if G is compact), we write sometimes J <p(x) dx instead of j<f>dX. We stress that LIM, TLIM are both included in L°°(G)*. The locally compact group G is said to be amenable if LIM# 0 (or equivalently if TLIM# 0 see [6] ). G is said to be amenable as discrete if Gd (i.e. G with the discrete topology) is amenable. We write sometimes LIM(G), TLIM(G) to emphasize dependence on the group G. If A^G, \A denotes the function 1 on A and zero otherwise. lfx¥eLx>(G)*, we write T(ß) instead of ^(1^) for measurable B<=G. 1 also stands for the constant one function on G.
Proposition
1. Let G be any noncompact locally compact group and <t> e TRIM. IfB is a measurable set and X(B)< co then <j>(B)=0.
Proof. Let <pa e P(G) be such that <f>"-^<f> in w* and let r¡ e P(G) be such that 0^7](x)^e for all x eG. Then 1^ * r¡(x)\ = [UyWy-**) dX < « (V.O0 dA = e. We need the following, probably known, proposition for which we were unable to find a reference. If G is <T-compact nondiscrete let UCG be an open neighborhood of the identity and let G0=|J-a> V". Then G0 is open compactly generated and there are countably many left cosets of G w.r.t. G0. The left Haar measure of G0 can be taken to be the restriction to G0 of the left Haar measure X on G. It is enough hence to show that there is a dense null set F>c(j0 i.e. we can and shall assume that G is compactly generated nondiscrete. Let then U" be a sequence of identity neighborhoods in G with X(Un)-*0 and let N^f]x Un be a compact normal subgroup such that G/N is metrizable separable (see [7, p. 71] ). (G/N is not discrete since XN=0 so N is not open.) Let D={d¡}x <=(/ be such that its image in GjN is dense. Then DN<=G is dense and X(DN) = 0 since D is countable.
We need in the sequel the following proposition (not in its full force) which is in part due to Folner [3] for discrete amenable groups. 
Remarks.
Let G be a locally compact amenable group with G0<= G an open subgroup. Let X (X0) be the Haar measures on G (G0). As known and easily shown the X0 measurable sets comprise exactly the X measurable sets of G which are included in G". We can and shall choose X0 to be the restriction of X to G0. (We use the terminology of [7] .)
For/e LX(G) define (nf)(x)=f(x) for x e G0. Then 77 can be considered as a map onto F°°(G0). If veLx(G0)* is left invariant and/eF°°(G), let (Svf)(z) = v(trlzf) for all z eG. Let {zaG0}a6/ be a fixed decomposition of G into left cosets w.r.t. G0. Then, the bounded function, 5v/is constant on each zß0 (as known) since if z=zaa, aeG0 then Svf(zxa) = v(TTlZxaf) = v(la(irlzJ))=Svf(z<A, since a e G0. This implies that Svfe UCBt(G) (i.e. is left uniformly continuous as in [7] for all/eF°° (G) and left invariant v e Loe(G0)*. This is the case since for all z e G, x e G0, SJ(zx)-Svf(z)=0 and G0 is open.
Choose and fix now some LIM, p0 on C(G) and define for any left invariant veLx(G0)*, Tv e LX(G)*, by Tv(f)=p0(Svf).
As known and readily checked T maps the set of left invariant elements [LIM] of L°°(G0)* into the set of left invariant elements [LIM] of ¿"(G)*.
The above is a refinement of a construction due to M. M. If z g zfia then If LIM(G)=TLIM(G) then G is discrete.
Remark. 1. If G has equivalent left and right uniform structures then G contains a neighborhood U of the identity with compact closure such that xUx~l=U for all x e G. Thus G0=U-o) l/" is normal rr-compact and open. In particular the theorem certainly holds true for all locally compact abelian groups G. It also holds true for all a-compact G which are amenable as discrete groups (take G = G0).
2. We could have assumed in this theorem that G is a locally compact amenable group and the open normal cr-compact G0 is amenable as discrete. This however readily implies that G is amenable as discrete and we would not gain anything. (The discrete G¡G0 and G0 with discrete topology are amenable hence so is G with discrete topology.)
Proof. If TLIM(G)=LIM(G) then TLIM(G0)=LIM(G0) since Fï-eTLIM(G) = LIM(G) for all v e LIM(G0). Thus veTLIM(G0) by
the previous proposition. We use now Theorem 1 and get that G0 is discrete. Thus if x e G0, {x} is open in G0 hence in G. Hence G is discrete.
The following is an interpretation of our and some known related results from the point of view of harmonic analysis on locally compact groups.
Let Fix now some T0eTLIM and let T0/" = a". Then {VF0} = {VF e TLIM; T/" = a"«^l} since any T which belongs to the right side will coincide withTn on Hc + B hence on LX'(G). We apply now [4, Theorem 5, p. 53] with K=P(G) hence /t = {TeTLlM; T(/"-a") = 0} = {lF0} is norm separable. Thus G is compact, (b) (iii) is just our main theorem and the fact that H=HC iff LIM = TLIM (by our remark above and the HahnBanach theorem).
Main conjecture. Let G be any amenable locally compact group. If G is noncompact then LX(G)¡HC is nonseparable. If G is nondiscrete then HJH is nonseparable.
Addition.
In the meantime W. Rudin sent us a preprint of a paper of his, in which he proves Theorem 2 without the assumption that (*) "G contains an open rr-compact normal subgroup", but with the assumption that G is amenable as discrete. His proof is different from ours and uses harmonic analysis type arguments. After reading his manuscript we found the following easy argument which removes the restriction (*). 
